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	Linux System Programming: Talking Directly to the Kernel and C Library, 9780596009588 (0596009585), O'Reilly, 2007
This book is about writing software that makes the most effective use of the system you're running on -- code that interfaces directly with the kernel and core system libraries, including the shell, text editor, compiler, debugger, core utilities, and system daemons. The majority of both Unix and Linux code is still written at the system level, and Linux System Programming focuses on everything above the kernel, where applications such as Apache, bash, cp, vim, Emacs, gcc, gdb, glibc, ls, mv, and X exist.
 
 Written primarily for engineers looking to program (better) at the low level, this book is an ideal teaching tool for any programmer. Even with the trend toward high-level development, either through web software (such as PHP) or managed code (C#), someone still has to write the PHP interpreter and the C# virtual machine. Linux System Programming gives you an understanding of core internals that makes for better code, no matter where it appears in the stack. Debugging high-level code often requires you to understand the system calls and kernel behavior of your operating system, too.
 
 Key topics include:
	An overview of Linux, the kernel, the C library, and the C compiler
	Reading from and writing to files, along with other basic file I/O operations, including how the Linux kernel implements and manages file I/O
	Buffer size management, including the Standard I/O library
	Advanced I/O interfaces, memory mappings, and optimization techniques
	The family of system calls for basic process management
	Advanced process management, including real-time processes
	File and directories-creating, moving, copying, deleting, and managing them
	Memory management -- interfaces for allocating memory, managing the memory you  have, and optimizing your memory access
	Signals and their role on a Unix system, plus basic and advanced signal interfaces
	Time, sleeping, and clock management, starting with the basics and continuing through POSIX clocks and high resolution timers


With Linux System Programming, you will be able to take an in-depth look at Linux from both a theoretical and an applied perspective as you cover a wide range of programming topics.     

       About the Author

Robert Love has been a Linux user and hacker since the early days. He is active in, and passionate about, both the Linux kernel and GNOME desktop communities. His recent contributions to the Linux kernel include work on the kernel event layer and inotify. GNOME-related contributions include Beagle, GNOME Volume Manager, NetworkManager, and Project Utopia. Currently Robert works in the Open Source Program Office at Google.
 
 As an author, Robert is responsible for Linux Kernel Development (SAMS), now in its second edition, and Linux System Programming (O'Reilly). He is also a coauthor of the fifth edition of O'Reilly's Linux in a Nutshell. He's a Contributing Editor for Linux Journal, has written numerous articles, and has been invited to speak around the world on Linux.
 
 Robert graduated from the University of Florida with a B.A. in Mathematics and a B.S. in Computer Science. Hailing from South Florida, he currently  calls Boston home.
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Cooperative Communications and Networking: Technologies and System DesignSpringer, 2010


	Over the past years, there has been a considerable research activity in the field

	of wireless cooperative communications and networking. By now, this field has

	reached a mature level and there is a definite need to organize research results

	and present them in a unified manner. This is precisely the objective and

	strength of...

		

Discovery ScienceSpringer, 2002
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Discovery Science, DS 2002, held in Lübeck, Germany, in November 2002.

The 17 revised full papers and 27 revised short papers presented together with 5 invited contributions were carefully reviewed and selected from 76 submissions. The papers are...


		

GPU-Based Techniques for Global Illumination Effects (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Graphics)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
Real-time rendering poses severe computational requirements to computers. In order to maintain a continuous looking motion for the human eye, at least 20 images need to be generated in each second. An image consists of about a million pixels, which means that for a single pixel the visible point and its color should be computed in less than 50 ns...




	

Simula Research Laboratory: by Thinking Constantly about itSpringer, 2009
The Simula Research Laboratory, located just outside Oslo in Norway, is rightly famed as a highly successful research facility, despite being, at only eight years old, a very young institution. This fascinating book tells the history of Simula, detailing the culture and values that have been the guiding principles of the laboratory throughout...


		

Beginning Apache Cassandra DevelopmentApress, 2014

	Beginning Apache Cassandra Development introduces you to one of the most robust and best-performing NoSQL database platforms on the planet. Apache Cassandra is a document database following the JSON document model. It is specifically designed to manage large amounts of data across many commodity servers without there being any single...


		

Hello! Flex 4Manning Publications, 2009

Flex 4 is an open-source tool that allows developers to easily add life to web applications with dynamic user features, colorful transitions, and eye-catching animations. Flex also provides powerful data handling for industrial-strength applications.

We think it should be just as much fun to learn Flex as it is to use it. And we...
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